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to usearcgis profor tasks that dont require creating and saving a project (for
example, catalog management), clickstart without a templateon the start

screen. an untitled project is created, but you are not prompted to name or
save it before you begin working. you have the option to save the project at
any time during thearcgis prosession. for more information on startingarcgis

pro, see start your work. to prepare and maintain the data for license
conversions, here are a few tools you can use: make your own data: make
feature layers by just adding the data to arcgis for desktop (e.g. arcmap or

arccatalog, by using arcgis for desktop online editor to connect to a server, or
arcgis for server for editing the data) arcgis for server data can be used with
arcgis for desktop. this is one of the reasons why they created data licensing
for arcgis server. the data can be accessed from the "data licensing" tab in

arcgis for server (see image above). data from the arcgis for desktop will not
be shared between the different products. you can use arcgis desktop only for
a limited time after the distribution ofarcgis pro, which means it will no longer

be supported. however, arcgis prois still available to new customers for a
period of 24 months from the date that the new version is first delivered to an
organization. it is a good idea to start arcgis desktoporarcgis proimmediately

after receiving the new version. if you wait until the end of the 24-month
period, you may find that certain arcgis profeatures are not available in the

arcgis desktop.
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you may not have an arcgis online license if youre a customer of another
distributor and purchased the standard subscription. if you have an arcgis

onlinelicense, you must assign it when you create your arcgis online account.
if you have an arcgis online user license, you must log in to the arcgis online
system to activate it. once you have completed the required data-entry and

verification steps, you may begin to activate your license. for more
information, see activate and manage your license. yes. the arcgis desktop
application uses an intuitive toolset to analyze data and you can even print

maps with the same feature set. one of the features ofarcgis prois the ability
to print maps with features selected. additionally, you can improve your data

and maps with powerful features like editing and spatial search. yes, the arcgis
for desktop software offers a full feature set that allows you to manage,

analyze, visualize and share your data, in your preferred language. use the
familiar ribbon interface to select and edit features, and organize data by

layers, views and tables. then save your work as a map document (.mxd) or
scenes (.sxd) to use in your personal or business applications. for example,

map documents are used to display maps, create web maps and publish maps
in arcgis pro. scenes are used to visualize data in arcgis for desktop. arcgis is
intended to be used and taught by teachers and students. the arcgis desktop
software was designed to easily and intuitively create, view, edit, organize,
and share maps and data. it is also a powerful tool for business decision-

makers. the arcgis for desktop software offers a full feature set that allows you
to manage, analyze, visualize and share your data, in your preferred language.
use the familiar ribbon interface to select and edit features, and organize data
by layers, views and tables. then save your work as a map document (.mxd) or

scenes (.sxd) to use in your personal or business applications. for example,
map documents are used to display maps, create web maps and publish maps
in arcgis pro. scenes are used to visualize data in arcgis for desktop. see help

topic for more info. 5ec8ef588b
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